
                                                                    Cellular and Atomic theory 

Mon: HW:--- 1.1 -1.3 --pg 31--9-12 and 20,21 

   1) what is a species 

   2) define the characteristics common to all living things 

   3)  Which type of reproduction , asexual or sexual, produces diversity and why?  Look at Mitosis and 

Meiosis?  (This is the reason for all differences in Genetics) 

   4) how is structure and function related 

   5) what type of feedback mechanisms assist homeostasis 

   6) Describe the Scientific Method.  What are the constants, dependent and independent variables 

Lab:  Microscope work--manipulating the binocular microscope 

Tues:  1.4-1.5   Pg.31  13-19 and 22-29 

   1)  biotechnology tools:  MRI, CT scan, what are the differences what are they used for   

   compound,  SEM and TEM microscopes  what are the differences/ usage 

   define DNA, gene, genomics and molecular genetics/  Define transformation and transgenic       

organisms---what could be the importance of this transformation process---THINK 

Wed:  2.1  Pg.39  assessment 1-6  and pg 61 10-12 

    How do we characterize atoms? 

    what are the bonding techniques?  Describe the bond strength. 

    which are water soluble (hydrophilic)?  which are water insoluble (hydrophobic)? 

 Lab:  test the boiling points of water, salt water, lipids---- 

    1) what does that tell us about their bonding? 

    2)  why are they different in gas transition 

    3)  why does water STOP boiling when salt or sugar is added? 

Thurs: 2.2  pg.43   1-5 and pg 61--13-15 and 23-26 

    1) what does a ph of 5 represent in H+ concentration 

    2) Do worksheet 

Fri:  2.3 pg. 48   1-5  and pg 61  16-18  pg 62  27-28 

   1)  what is the element common to all these Organic Compounds? 

   2)  why are proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids soluble in water and lipids are not   (Think of the 

elements that are charged)  /   Is water charged?  Remember :   LIKES DISSOLVE LIKES 

Lab:  lab pro ph sensors and buffers--determine pH 

 

Mon:  2.4--2.5  pg. 53--1-5/   pg. 52  fig. 2.20 critical viewing question andpg.61  19-22 and 29-35 

    1)   

what is activation energy?  Do all reactions require energy? 

    2)  Exothermic  reaction--Is there more energy in the products or reactants?  Why 

    3)  Endothermic  reaction--Is there more energy in the products or the reactants--why? 

    4)  What is an enzyme?  How does an enzyme function?  

    5)  when we discuss reactions whether synthesis or hydrolysis what is actually reacting?  Think 

electrons 

Tues:  3.1--3.2   pg.  95  14-19 and  25-28 

Wed:  3.3--3.4 pg. 84  1-5/ pg. 87 summarize and 3-5/ pg 86 fig 3.23 apply 

   1)  isotonic means solutions with equal concentrations of solutes on both sides of the membrane. If an 

extracellular solution contains .5 molar and intracellular is 1 molar, the solute extracellular 

concentration  would be called________________ 

   2)  If the extracellular solution contained 2 molar, the solution is  _______________________ 

   3) Which direction would osmosis occur in the above 2 questions. 



4)  What must be present for osmosis to occur?  for diffusion 

thurs:  3.5  pg. 91  1-5  and pg. 95  20-25 and pg 96  29-34 

   1) why are exo/endocytosis needed 

   2)  what must occur at the cellular membrane level for these processes to happen 

   3)  what occurs with this membrane exchange 

fri:  Lab:  Enzyme Lab--groups (3)  perform tasks as indicated/  writeup lab/ prepare for test 

        

Mon:  Diffusion and Osmosis Lab --students to design the setup and record all data 

             HW:   start write up and study for test 

tues:  complete data gathering and finish write up 

            HW:  study for test 

Wed:  review for test and Lab reviews--labs are included on test 

            HW:  study for test chapters 1-3 

thurs:  Test  short answer and essays chapters 1-3 

Friday:  test chapters 1-3 multiple choice and short answer 

              Hw:  4.1/4.2 all questions  

 

Mon:  Understanding Photosynthesis 

          1) examine the equation --where do the 2 reactions take place 

          2) what are the energy carriers/ how are the electrons replaced in the chlorophyll/ where is O2 

derived from 

         HW:  4.2/4.3 all questions 

tues:  examine the photosynthetic cycle as it relates to the changing substrate levels--graph analysis and 

understanding saturation point 

         HW:  4.4/4.5  all questions 

Wed and thurs::  understanding the  pathways of glucose hydrolysis and energy recapture 

         1)where do the 3 cycles take place? 

         2)which are anaerobic and which aerobic 

         3)the importance of O2 in the pathways 

         4) the significance of the lactic acid cycle 

         5)  the importance of 3-glyceraldehyde biphosphate in these pathways/   

                  ck. photosynthetic  pathways and lipid metabolism 

            HW 4.6  all questions and worksheets 

fri:  Lab:  photosynthesis and changing environmental pressures//light and dark pathways 

       HW:  10--29 

 

Mon:  collect laboratory data  ///writeup lab following all instructions--2 page report and answers 

         HW:  study for test/  

tues:  student presentations of their lab data 

         HW:  study for test  

wed:  review of photosynthesis and cell respiration  //review of questions 

thurs:  test--essays and short answers--labs included 

fri:  Multiple choice / short answer and essay 

       HW.  5.1/5.3  all questions 

 

 

 

 



Mon:  understanding the control of the cell cycle--external vs. internal  

          1) cell size and control--cyclins 

          2) restudy cell membrane and receptor proteins 

          3) establish the action of kinases --look at anatomy and hormone actions at cellular level 

          3)  what are cyclines/kinases and secondary messengers 

           HW:  examine cancer  and loss of cellular control factors ---worksheet for following article 

           Cell Biology And Cancer 
cancer. Loss of control of the cell cycle is one of the critical steps in the development of ... factors can 
activate more than one protein in the cell. Oncogenes are ... 
www.learner.org/courses/biology/support/8_cancer.pdf - Cached - Similar 
tues:  discussion of control factor and genetic problems in cancer 
           con't review article and worksheets 
           finish worksheets and prepare for discussion 
wed:   review cancer worksheets/ cancer screening and treatments 
          HW:  8.1/8.2 all questions + summarize scientific discoveries of DNA--worksheet on scientists 
thurs: review discoveries and techniques of scientific research  
          establish differences in DNA bases and pairing 
          HW:  8.3  all questions + packet on DNA replication--worksheet 
fri:   1)  http:www.wiley.com/college/pratt/0471393878/student/animations/dna_replication/index.html                  
)       2)http:www.mcb.harvard.edu-losick-images-trombonefinald.swf 
        3) http:www.johnkyrk.com/DNAreplication.html 
 Utilize Kyrk and other assigned web sites for Entire sequence of DNA replication + construction of DNA 
with base pairing--follow directions--  1 page paper teaching DNA replication + DNA synthesis website 
 
Mon:  Lab: DNA extraction lab---follow directions 
          HW: 5.2/6.2 all questions 
tues:  discuss importance of cellular mitosis and gamete formation with meiosis 
          students present phase differences between mitosis and meiosis--prepare paper presentation 
          understanding the laws of segregation and independent assortment (brightstorm you tube video) 
          HW:  pg:  259-260 8-14 + 31-33  
wed:  review for tests 
thurs:  multiple choice  5.1--5.3/ 6.2/ 8.1-8.3 
fri:       short answers and essays 
          HW:  8.4/8.5  all questions+ web site protein synthesis lab 
          :        worksheet with you tube video on protein synthesis-- 
                   Kyrk web site --transcription and translation 
                   web site transcribe and translate a gene 
 
Mon:  discuss how DNA template is used for protein synthesis 
          discuss processes of transcription and translation 
          1 page paper describing the process of protein synthesis --use web sites and book 
tues:  student presentations of protein synthesis 
          short quiz---questions regarding (template/mRNA/tRNA/ribosome/codons/anticodons/peptide chain/ 
Amino Acids/start codon/end codon/ribosome sites/transcription/translation 
wed:   Lab: protein synthesis--building a protein 
thurs:  Lab:  Identifications of amino acids---importance of identification of sequence of AA 
Fri:      Finish lab--collect data and write lab report--include importance of above and DNA base 
sequencing 
         HW:8.6 + 8.7  all questions and web site for LAC Operon and Eukaryotic GENE expression 
         1)  mutation types--how this can occur 
         2)  diseases associated with mutations of the gene 
          
 
 
 



 
 
 
Mon:  Discuss gene expression comparing prokaryotic cells and eukaryotes 
          HW: 1 page paper:   Using the web sites explain the differences in the promoter/operator sites of 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes---make sure you explain the differences in protein interactions at the TATA 
Box area of eukaryotes.   
tues:  Discuss the different complexity of gene expression 
           pg:259-260  questions 15-22 and 23-30 
wed:  review homework and review for test 
thurs:  essays/short answers for protein synthesis and gene expression/mutations 
fri:      Multiple Choice questions 
          HW: cell specialization and stem cells--5.5 all questions and web site with worksheets 
    
 
Mon:  Discuss cell specialization and stem cell types 
          web site to be reviewed and studied 
          HW:  work sheet on stem cells from web site 
tues:  review HW on stem cells and potential for medical use on diseases 
          review power point on tissue differentiation and identify different cell specialization 
wed:  Discuss stem cell use in blood cancers-- 
          Discuss potential use in formation of new tissue structures--ligaments/tendons 
          Lab:  Why are prospective parents banking the umbilical cord blood?  --Research--2 page report 
                  1)  what are the problems with stem cell use 
                  2)  what is the effectiveness in stem cell use--what is promising 
thurs:  Discuss papers--- 
          discuss the potential for tissue growth----Monmouth research symposium --finger tip growth 
         HW:  9.1/9.2  all questions 
fri:    review homework 
        HW:  9.3/9.4  all questions +  pg 389  10-17 
 
 
Mon: review homework 
         9.5/9.6 all questions +  pg 289 17-22 
tues:  Lab:  Super Plasmid  
          1) use the Animated biology PCR 

           2)  the restrictive enzymes---animations 

           3)  the virtual DNA isolation lab  

           4)  2nd use of the DNA segments--fingerprinting -- 

                a)  use DNA electrophoresis--web site and site for Who Done it 

          HW:  continue and study for test 

Wed:  continue  above and study for test 

thurs:   continue above and study for test 

Fri:  Present the Super  Plasmid Project---3 page report 

        HW:  Review for test  

 

Mon:  Test Genetic Engineering and Stem Cells-----Essays 

Tues:  Test---Multiple Choice/short answers 

            HW:  6.1/6.2/6.3  all questions 

wed:   discuss homework and vocabulary of genetics  

           1)  Laws of segregation and independent assortment---importance 

           2)  Animation of Laws from powerpoint 

           HW:  6.4/6.5  all questions 



 

 

thurs:    Discuss Genetics vocabulary --use vocabulary in examples provided 

          1)  perform test crosses with problems provided 

          HW:  6.6  all questions +  pg 195  12-20 

fri:    quiz 6.1-6.6 ---review homework 

         HW:  pg.  196---21-30 (  #25, 26 must be explained fully) 

         Dihybrid problem and test cross problem 

         Lab:  use for problem solving/ dihybrid cross/ test cross/ and inheritance on same and different 

chromosomes 

        

 

mon:  Review homework problems --presentations by students of problem solving questions   

          HW:  Why are alleles considered dominant or recessive?  ( Remember  Gene Expression)---1 page 

paper  defining the expression of dominance and recessive 

tues:  student presentations of homework 

        Lab:  (Partnerships)   Given 3 phenotypes the partners  will perform the process of mitosis  detailing 

how the cells differentiate in their expression (or not)  and perform the process of meiosis detailing the 

potential  different genetic expressions (remember segregation and assortment).   the meiotic process 

will consist of all alleles on the same chromosomes and all alleles on different chromosomes. 

     HW:  continue project---3 page report on how the inheritance patterns proceeded and why + poster 

of resulting inheritance 

wed:  continue project  + study for test 

thurs:  continue project and study for test 

fri:  Project presentations and student discussion 

       HW:  7.1  all questions + study for test 

  

 

mon:  review homework and problem solve sex linked inheritance--work sheet problems 

       HW:  7.2  all questions + pg 221  9-14 

tues:  review homework--discuss  examples of the variety of different dominance patterns. 

       discuss the role environment plays in genetic expression 

       HW:  7.3-- all questions  +  pg 221  15-17  +  pg 222  20-23 

wed:  review homework -----  

           problem solve examples of linkage  

          Lab: Follow instructions for a  Polygenic Inheritance---3 students /group:  create the inheritance 

pattern for height using  a  4 gene expression pattern and chart this on excel--graph your results/ bar 

and standard deviation curve must be performed 

       HW:  6.4  all questions +  pg 221  18-19 + pg 222   24-30 

thurs:  continue polygenic inheritance lab and report  ---2 pages discussing the inheritance pattern and 

the reasons for the findings. 

    HW:  prepare the report and graphs for presentation 

fri:   presentations by students with their graph analysis 

     HW:  Perform Pedigree analysis of various inheritance patterns +  pg.  218 pedigree 

 

 

 

 



mo n:  Review pedigree homework of the variety of inheritance--student presentations 

          HW:  Prepare for Genetics test 

Tues:  Review Genetics using homework and worksheets 

wed:  Review genetics using homework and worksheets 

thurs:  Genetics test ---Essays and short answers 

Fri:     Genetics test---Multiple choice and short answers 

    HW:  Evolution  10.1/10.2  all questions 

 

 

          

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

     

 

 

 

 


